Let's Talk Turkey
by Joan Yanofsky

Crossword 12

**ACROSS**
1. “M*A*S*H” wheels
5. Declines slightly
9. Nebraska tribe
14. Wheel rod
15. A Baldwin
16. “— Room,” Foster film
17. Florist’s vessel
18. Historic vessel
19. German painter Max
20. TURKEY: 2 wds.
23. Blushing
24. Sea nymphs of myth
28. Precinct
32. Pea jackets?
34. — volente, God willing: Latin
35. Big shrimp
36. Garr or Polo
37. Not quite closed
38. TURKEY: 2 wds.
41. Lyricist Sammy
42. Noble Norwegian name
43. Reveals
44. Parisian season
45. “Damn Yankees?” Verdon
46. Claim
47. Philosopher Jean-Paul
49. Impress greatly
50. TURKEY: 2 wds.
57. Seeped
60. The Phantom’s coverup
61. State firmly
62. Misdeed
63. Make eyes at
64. Central part
65. On the run
66. Eager
67. Be well-informed

**DOWN**
21. Actor Jeremy
22. Nehru’s nation
25. Request solemnly
26. More costly
27. Most angry
28. Wide open —
29. Publisher’s mistakes
30. Writer Willa
31. Castor, to Pollux
32. Butter —, ice cream
33. “Carmina Burana” composer
36. Floor square
37. Word of sorrow
39. Pisa tourist site
40. “Hedda Gabler” author
45. Feeling of ill will
46. Stir from sleep
48. Many mall habitués
49. Bridal party path
51. One way to run
52. Wise one
53. Not have
54. Mary Kay rival
55. Notorious Roman
56. Teen sleuth Nancy
57. “Screech” bird
58. Pizarro’s pursuit
59. San Diego attraction
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CROSSWORD 12

JEEP DIPS OMAHA
AXLE ALEC PANIC
VASE NINA ERNST
AMERICAN BIRD

RED NAIADS
SECTOR PODS DEO
PRAWN TERI AJAR
ARTISTIC FAILURE
CAHN OLAF BARES
ETE GWN ASSERT
SARTRE AWE

EURASIAN LAND
OOZED MASK AVER
WRONG OGLE CORE
LOOSE KEEN KNOW